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Vectorworks, Inc. Wins the Construction
Computing Awards’ Editor’s Choice
Award
Additionally, Vectorworks Architect was a runner-up in the Architectural
Design Product of the Year category
Columbia, MD (December 5, 2019) — The Construction Computing Awards
results are in and global design and BIM software provider, Vectorworks, Inc.
is the winner of the 2019 Editor’s Choice Award selected by Construction
Computing Magazine Editor David Chadwick. Additionally, Vectorworks
Architect 2020 was a runner-up in the Architectural Design Product of the
Year category.

The fourteenth annual Construction Computing Awards, also known as “The
Hammers,” took place on November 14 at The Grand Connaught Rooms in
Covent Garden. Over 220 guests gathered to see the outcome of the readers’
online voting and judging panel’s deliberations.
“Having attended the awards for a number of years, Vectorworks UK was
delighted to receive the coveted Editor’s Choice Award,” said Adrian Slatter,
Vectorworks UK director of sales. “David was very gracious in his introduction
of the award, explaining how the growth of Vectorworks and its
transformation in the UK was very impressive. That coupled with the
innovations in Vectorworks 2020, particularly the incorporation of enhanced
GIS integration, made the decision for him. We are so pleased to see the
efforts of our company recognized.”
With over 25 categories, the awards are structured to showcase and reward
the technology, tools and solutions for the effective design, construction,
maintenance and modification of commercial buildings, residential and social
housing and civil engineering projects of all sizes.
“Moving from one design solution to another is a major step for any company
in difficult times with Brexit, environmental concerns and other issues to deal
with; Vectorworks is to credit for having the capability to move from one
design solution to another,” said Chadwick. “The recent steps they have
taken, such as becoming more directly involved in the UK market to support
their users, releasing enhanced versions of their software which major heavily
in information management and now adding GIS integration to its
comprehensive range of design solutions, has resulted in a significant
increase in their market share. There were a dozen contestants in individual
applications, hardware and other recent additions to the market, but
Vectorworks was an obvious choice this year.”
Winners will appear in the November/December '19 issue of CAD User and
Construction Computing magazine. The full list of winners and runners-up
can be viewed here.

About Vectorworks, Inc.
Vectorworks, Inc. is an award-winning design and BIM software provider
serving the architecture, landscape architecture and entertainment industries
in 85 countries. Creating intuitive software since 1985, we’ve become the

preeminent software built to manage the entire design process. Globally
more than 685,000 users are creating, connecting and influencing the next
generation of design with Vectorworks on Mac and Windows. Headquartered
in Columbia, Maryland, with offices in Atlanta, Georgia, Newbury and London,
England and Vancouver, Canada, Vectorworks is a part of the Nemetschek
Group.
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The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC
industry. As the sole corporate group worldwide, Nemetschek covers the
entire life cycle of building and infrastructure projects with its software
solutions and guides its customers into the future of digitalization. With its
intelligent and innovative software solutions, the Nemetschek Group
increases quality in the building process and improves the digital workflow of
all those involved in the building process. This revolves around the use of
open standards (Open BIM). The innovative solutions of the 16 brands in the
four customer-oriented divisions are used by more than five million users
worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek
Group today employs more than 2,700 experts.
Add on for financial press releases:Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the
MDAX and TecDAX, the company achieved revenue in the amount of EUR
461.3 million and an EBITDA of EUR 121.3 million in 2018.
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